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Abstract 

When ohsewed in a cesium beum frequency standard, the hyperfine transition frequency of the  atom^ 

differs slightEyfrom the invariant trunsition frequency of the unperturbed atoms at rest. The vurious physical 
and technical origins of the frequency oflets are stated, They relate to fundumentul physical eflects, to the 
method of probing the atomic resonance and to the frequenq control of the slaved oscillator. The vuriution 
of the frequency ofiets under a change o f t h  value of the internal operating characteristics is considered. 
The sensitivity to a change of the magnetic induction, the microwuve power and the temperuture is given. 
A comparison is mu& of the sensitivity of cesium beam frequency stundurds of the commerciully uvailclhle 
type, making use of magnetic state sebction, and of devices under study, in which the stute preparation and 
htection is accomplished optically. T h  pathwuys between t h  uternal stimuli and the physical origin of the 
frequency ofiets are speci$ed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

According to a basic postulate of physics, tlle propertics of atoms do llot change with space and tirrle 
(except for known relativistic cffccts). Therefore, the frequency delivered by atorrlic frequency stan- 
dards should not vary with time and sllould not depend on perturbations applied such as constraints, 
change of temperature and humidity, ctc. 

Howcvcr, althouglz very slightly, this frequency varies during the dcvicc lifetime and depends on 
external factors. To iinclerstand this undesirable fact, one ]nust not forget tllat tlle postulate mcntio~icd 
implies that the atoms are assu~lled a t  rest, isolated and in free space. This is obviously not the case in 
actual devices: the ator~ls are moving at  thermal velocities; although i n  a bcarn they are not isolatetl 
and, moreover, the two energy lcvcls of interest pertain to raanifolds; tlze atoms a r t  subjected to 
fields. Furthermore, accessories are necessary to observe the microscopic properties of the cesiulll 
atoms. They are: an oven; state selectors; a nlicrowave cavity; a set-up to gene rat^ the C:-ficld; a 
detector; and electronic systerns to probc the transition, to process tlle bearrl tube response a n d  to 
frequency lock a quartz crystal oscillator. 



These departures from the ideal conditions and some of these accessories car1 be sources of frequency 
offsets, the magnitudes of which depends on the technical choices made. 

These frequency offsets couple the observed resonance frequency to the macroscopic world. Since 
macroscopic objects are usually sensitive to external factors such as temperature, the frequency offsets 
depend on environmental conditions and, co~lsequently, the frequency of the standard docs also. Fre- 
quency changes can thus be induced by a variation of the temperature, the humidity, the constrai~lts, 
the fields, etc, , . applied to  tlze device. 

Although the frequency offsets are rather small, they are numerous in the cesium beam frequency 
standard. However we shall ignore the gravitational frequency offset, whose vallie is easily predictable 
and the frequency offsets whose change is negligible in the usual range of variation of the external 
factors. 

Thc frequency offsets can be sorted out, Inore or less arbitrarily, into three categories depending on 
the principal origin of the offset. They are related to  fundamental physical effects, to  the resonance 
interrogation method and to possible imperfections in the electronic system. We sllall give their ordcr 
of magnitude and the possible cause of thcir change. 

We shall consider comnlcrcially available cesium beam frequency standards, without reference to  a 
specific model, but with plausible values of the characteristic para~neters. In these devices, the static 
and the microwave magnetic fields are applied perpendicularly to  the atornic beam axis. The length of 
each interaction region, 1, is equal to about 1 cm. The separation, L,  between the two oscillatory fields 
is of the order of 15 cm. State selection is presently accolnplishcd by deflecting the aton1 trajectories 
in magnets. The velocity distribution function of the atoms detected depends on the design and i t  is 

not an universal function. We will therefore introduce a crude, but representative distribution of the 
interaction times T in each oscillatory field region. It lzas the shape of a trja.ngle sllown in Figure l a .  
Tlze maximum of the distribution arises at  TI = 71 ps, corrcspondiizg to  a velocity vl of 1/10 rns-l[l]. 
For the purpose of comparison, we sllall also consider tlze distribution of intcra.ction times which is 
enconntcred in the simplest configuration of an optically pumped cesium bean1 frcqrlency standard, 
using a single diode laser for the state preparation and the state detection. In that  case, the velocity 
distribution is that  of an effusive Tlle related distribution of the interactioll time is shown 
i n  Figure lb .  It pcaks a t  TO = 46.5 ps, assuming an ovcrl tctnperature of 100°C. TO = l / a  is thc 
interaction time for atoms ha,ving tlze rnost probable velocity,~,  in the oven. 

We shall give the order of magnitude of the frequency offscts and the possi1)le cause of their change. For 
that purpose, we shall rely mainly on results published in references 3 through 8, where credit is given to 
prior work. Frequency offsets whose value depend on the velocity distribl~tion ha.ve bee11 computed from 
equations derived in [8], assu~ning slow square wave frequency modula,tion, for simplicity. However, 
the main conclusions of this paper are valid for other types of modulation. 

In the following, the frequency offsets are expressed in Hertz, the static magnetic induction is expressed 
in gauss (1 G = loL4 T) and 110 is the freqr~ency of the unperturbed hyperfine transition of the cesiulll 
atorn. 



2. FREQUENCY OFFSETS DUE TO FUNDAMENTAL PHYSI- 
CAL EFFECTS 

2.1. Second order Zeeman frequency offset 

In the C-field region, a static magnetic induction is applied parallel to  the main component of thc 
microwave magnetic induction sustained in the interaction regions. It raises thc dcgcncracy of the 
cesium atom hyperfinc lcvcls in the ground state and it enables Am, = 0 transitions to  bc indnced. 
Its values is usually set around 60 mG, to  separate sufficiently the second order field dependent 
( F  = 3, inF = 0) tt ( F  = 4, m, = 0) clock transition from the six other ncighbouring, but first order 
field dependent, Am, = 0 transitions (see Figure 2). 

a) Magnetic induction assumed uniform 

The second order Zeeman offset of the frequency of the clock transition is givcn hy: 

Assuming BO = 6 x 10W2 G,  thc frequency offset amounts to  about 1.54 Hz, or 1.67 x 10-lo in rclativc 
value. This is the largest frequency offset occuring in cesiurn bear11 frequency standards. 

A change, dBo, of the magnetic illductiorl gives a changc d(Av,) of the frequency offset. We have: 

For Bo = 6 x lom2 G, dBo/Bo = 3 x 1OP5 (dB0 = 1.8 pG), we have d(AvB)/AvB = 10-14. This 
means that  the current source nccdcd to  gcncra,tc the static magnetic induction milst be of a sl~fficient 
quality, with a small scnsitivity to temperature cha.nges. 

A tra.nsvcrsc shielding Factor of about 5 x 10' gives a sensitivity, equal to 10-l3 per Gauss, to a 
clzailge of the magnctic induction applied cxtcrrlally and orthogonally to thc bcarn tube. IIowcvcr, 
one sllould be cautious in assuming t11a.t the frequency shift is proportiollal to the variation ai' t ; ~ c  
external induction since, a.t least in somc tnodrls, nnn-1inea.rities have been observed, a.s well as a lack 
of reproducibility of the effect of the variation. 

A sensitivity to dterrlatirlg rrlagrletic fields llas beer1 observed. The DC frequency offset prodliccd 
rnight be the result of some rectification effect related to  no11 linearities occuring either in the shielding 
material or in electronic componellts used in the associated elcctronic s r ~ b  -,asscrnblics. 

b) Effect of magnetic field inhomogeneities 

Actually, the static magnetic induction is not uriiforril in the C-field rcginn. 'The rnaiil reasons of this 
impcrfcction are the following. The permea.bility of the magnetic matcrial is finite. There are holes in 
the magnetic shield (the largest one for the input waveguide). The static field created may simply hc 
not uniform, a t  least in some tube designs. 



The related frequency offset can be separated into two parts. The first one is associatcd t o  the field 
inhomogeneity in the space between the interaction regions. Let Bo+AB(z) bc the magnetic irlduction 
along the beam path and A R ( z )  its fl~tctuation with quadratic mean value AB(z)2. The frequency 
offset is equal to: 

Assuming a standard deviation of 2 x ~ o - ~ / G ,  we have AvL/vo = 1.9 x 10-13. 'I'he second source 
of frequency offset is the difference between the magnetic induction in the interval between the two 
interaction regions and the induction in these regions. We have: 

where B1, B2 and Bo are the inductions in the first interaction region, in the second one and in 
the interval between thern, respectively. The values of Au' x B depends, but only slightly, on the 
microwave power and on the frequency modulation parameters. Assuming R1 = B2 = 62 mG, Bo = 
60 naG and l /L = 1/15, we have Adv"/vo = 7.6 x 10-13, which is a significant frequency offset. 

Thc frequency offset associatcrl with the magnetic field inholnogeneities can change if the ficld distri- 
bution is modified by an cxternally applied magnetic field. 

c) Effect of a magnetic field applied parallel to the beam tube 

An external magnetic field applied parallel to the beam axis sllould not give a frequency shift. IIowcvcr, 
it has been observed that such an effect exists and that it is even larger than when the field is directed 
transverse to  tlze t~lhe["'~]. 

A magnetic induction is added parallel to  the beam axis in the C-field region (tlze slzieldiizg factor is 
smaller in the elongated direction). It is thus perpendicular to  the main cotnponcnt of the microwavc 
induction and it can induce rlcighbouring Am, = f 1 transitions, which may give rise to  a frequency 
shift (see Section 2.2b). Furthermore, a distortiorl of the magnetic lines of force by the ~riagnetic 
shields may create a small transverse component, dBo, cllangirlg the value oT the Trequency oIfset Av,]. 
Moreover, such a distortion rrmy change the magnetic field inhomogelzeities. 

2.2. Neighbouring transitions 

a )  Am, = 0 transitions 

Six intense, field dependent, A F  = f 1, Am, = 0 transitions are also present in the microwavc: 
spectrum of the cesium atom, as shown in Figure 2. The width of their pedestal is eqi~al  to about 
15 to  20 kHz and their separation is approximately equal to  42 kHz when Bo is close to  60 tnG. Thc 
aisles of the pedestal of the (F = 4, m, = 1) c-t (F = 3, mF = 1 )  and of the (F = 4, m, = -1) - 
(F = 3, m~ = -1) transitions overlap under the line of the (F = 3, mF = 0) tt ( F  = 4, mF = 0) 
transition. In tubes where the state selection is accornplishcd magnetically, the field dependent lines, 
symmetrically placed around the central one, have significantly different amplitudes, as shown in Figure 
2a. I t  follows that  the shape of the central line is distorted by an added slanted base line, and that  a. 



t 

frcquency offset arises. The properties of the latter depends closely on that  of the aisles of the Rabi 
I pedestal. Their amplitude is proportional to the microwave power and it is an oscillating function of 
; their distance t o  the line center. Consequently, the frequency offset depends on the microwave power 

and on the value of the static magnetic induction. Furthermore, it depends on thc population and 
! 

of the velocity distribution of the amtoms involved in the neighbouring transitions. The offset is also 
a function of the modulation parameters (cf Appendix). The Rabi pulling effect has been studied in 

! detail by de ~ a r c h i [ ~ j ~ ] .  He has found a frequency offset varying according to the previous statements 
I in Cs beam frequency standards produced by a given manufacturer, as shown in Figure 3. Results 

obtained with standards of a different supply, using tubes of a different design and in which the 
frequency modulation scheme is different, were not has clear as that  shown in Figure 3[111. 

The relative frequency oITset may a.mount to  several 1012 and its change may be scveral per 
dB of rnicrowave power varia.tion. When the i~lfluence of the neighbouring Rabi pedestals is clearly 
identified, there arc magnetic field settings for which the freql~ency offset goes to zero as well as the 
sensitivity to  a microwave power variation. In that  case, it has been experimentally verified that 
Cs beam tubes tuned a t  one of these points sllow an improved long term ~ t a b i l i t ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ] .  IIowever, 
most of the manufactured tubes arc still operating at  a difrerent point. Then, the R,abi pulling cffcct 
contributes to their scnsitivity to a change of their lnicrowave power. A frcquency shift may also occur 
if the beam cornposition varies (change of the beam optics and of tlle beam deflcxion angle, Majorana 
transitions) and thus tlle asymmetry of the microwave spectrum. Similarly, a change of the velocity 
distribution of atoms in the sublcvcls m, = f 1 of the ground states F = 3 and F = 4 can produce a 
frequency shift. 

As shown in E'igure 3, the Rabi pulling effect introduces a scnsitivity to  a change of the value of the 
C-field. However, this sensitivity is smaller than that  related to the sccorld order Zeeman effect and 
it can be neglected. 

The Rabi pulling effect is specific to  beam t ~ ~ b e s  with magnetic state selection. The related frequency 
offset and its sensitivity to  thc microwave power and to other factors should be absent in cesium beam 
tubes optically pumped with a lincarly polarized light[12]. In that case, the microwave spectrum of 
the cesium a.tom is highly symmetrical around the central ( F  = 3, m, = 0) ct (F = 4, mF = 0) line, 
as shown in Figure 2b. Furthermore, this property gives the opportunity to decrease the value of the 
C-field and thus the sensitivity to lnaglletic field changes. 

b) An$, = f 1 transitions 

A splirious component of the static magnetic field parallel to  the beam tube axis, and therefore per- 
pendicular to tlle main component of thc microwave magnetic field can induce Am, = f 1 transitions. 
This component can be produced ~ I I  the tube itself if the C-field region is poorly designed, or it can be 
the result of an  exterllally applied magnetic field. Tlle shape of the weak resonance features is similar 
to  that  of the Am,, = 0 maill lines. Such small lines can be seen in Figwe 2a, in the dips between 
the Anz, = O resonance patter~ls.  Although weaker, they are closer than the nejghbouring Ana, = 0 
lines. They may produce a, frequency offset of the Anz, = 0 clock transitiox~ when the populations of 
the ??aF = f 1 sublevcls are not identical. It dcpends on the rnicrowavc power lcvel. 

Am, = &1 resonance features can take a different shape, as showll in Figure 2b a t  mid-distance 
between the Am,, = 0 lines. This record has been obtained with a tube in which the apertures in the 
R,arnsey cavity are larger than in converltional ones['"]. Moreover, the value of the C-field, and thus 
the ~epara~t ion between the lines, has been increased for the purpose of illustration. Although weak, 



they are very likely present in all beam tubes, but they may be masked by the aisles of the intense 
Am, = 0 lines at  the usual values of the C-field. Furthermore, they  nay not emerge from the noise. 
r l I he Am, = *1 transitions shown in Figure 2b are likely due to  the existence of components of the 
microwave magnetic field which are perpendicular to the static field, but have opposite directions 
a t  points symmetrically disposed around the waveguide axis[13]. In the E-plane microwave cavities 
considered here, these components are likely related t o  the distortion of the microwave magnetic lines 
of force, which is created by the holes. 

Like the Am, = 0 ones, these transitions can have different intensities in cesium tubes with magnet 
state selectors. Thus the closest to  the centrd line may induce a freqliency offset. The effect of the 
Am, = k1 transitions is being studi&d in detail[14]. 

2.3. Second order Doppler effect 

The second order Doppler frequency offset is directly related to  the time dilatation effect of the special 
theory of relativity. In the presence of a velocity distribution, the value of the relative frequency offset 
is given by: 

where v; is equal to  vl or a for cesir~rn beam tubes with magnetic state selection or optical pumping, 
respectively. AD depends on tlle para,mctcrs mentioned in the Appendix. Assumi~lg slow square wave 
modulation, Figure 4 shows its variation versus the amplitude of tlle microwave induction for different 
values of the depth of the frequellcy modulation. 

For the values of the operating parameters given in the Appendix, the relative frequency offset is equal 
to -1.1 x 10-l3 and to  -3.8 x 10-l3 for the tubes with magnet state selection and optical pumping, 
respectively. A 1 dB change of the microwave power yields a small variation of the frequency offset, 
equal to  0.5 x 10-l4 and 3.2 x 10-14, respectively. 

2.4 Spin exchange 

Collisions between alkali atoms cause a relaxation of the population of the hyperfine energy levels and, 
also, a shift of the hyperfine transition frequency. 

Collisions are present in a thermal beam. Their rate is approximately 113 that  occurjng in a vapor 
showing the same atom density. Furthermore, a background pressure of cesium va,por exists in a beam 
tube, mainly a t  the end of its life, when the getters get saturated. 

However, the value of the spin exchange frequency shift cros-section of the cesium atom is not known 
s t  present. Work in this respect is desirable. It is thus not possible to give a quantitative estimate 
of the related frequency offset. However, it would be of interest to know whether spin-exchange can 
cause an ageing effect through a change of the background vapor pressure, or not. 



2.5.  Light shift 

The frequency offset called the light shift is of course specific to optically pumped cesium beaxn tubes. 
It is due to a displacement of the hyperfinc levels in the ground state, which is induced by transitions 
between the ground state and an excited state. 

In a cesium bean1 tube, the photons cmitted by the fluorescing atoms, and wllich propagate along 
the beam path, reach thc microwave interaction rcgion and perturb the transition frequency. Photons 
scattered from the lascr pumping light can be cfficiently elirrlinated by proper design of the optical 
part of the device. 

An estimate of the magnitude of the light shift has been calculated by several a ~ t h o r s [ ' ~ " ~ ~ ] .  For a 
small tube of the commercial type, i t  is prcdictcd to  be smaller than 10-13, in relative value, using 
the D2 line a t  852 nm for the atom preparation and detection[17], and one order of ~na~gnitude srnallcr 
with the Dl line a t  894 nrn[16]. No experimental result is available yet. 

This frequency offset depends on the number of fluorescing atoms and thus on the atomic beam 
intensity. The latter call easily be maintained sulficiently stable. Morcovcr, the number of fluorescing 
atoms is not much scnsitive to the intelisity of the laser light bca.m when the optical pumping is 
almost complete in the two optical irlteraction regions. Thus, thc stability of this iliterlsity should not 
be critical. 

3. FREQUENCY OFFSETS DUE T O  THE INTERROGATION 
METHOD 

A microwave signal is necessary to  proht: the atornic resonance, since the Cs bean1 frequency standard 
is a passive device. Frequency offsets are related to  the impletnenta,tion of a, microwave cavity, with 
its two iriteraction regions, and to  the presence of spr~rioi~s spcctra.1 components in thc interrogation 
signal. 

3.1. Mean phase shift between the two oscillatory fields 

A small amplitude travelling wave is superimposed to thc cavity standing wave. It carrics thc cncrgy 
lost in the waveguide walls and in the two terminations. This travelling wave couples any dissymme- 
try in  tbc clcctrical propcrtics of the two arms (unequal lengtll, unequal losses, unequal reflections, 
asymnletry of the feeding junction) into a small phase difference between the two oscillatory fields. 
The resonance line is then distorted by an additional component wllicli is an odd function of (v - vo). 
A frequency offset follows which can be thought as a, residual first order Doppler effect. 

Assuming a phase clifferencc, 4, between the antinodes of the magnetic ficld i n  thc two interaction 
regions, the frequency offset is given by: 

where Ti is a characteristic value of the time of flight of atoms between the two irlteraction regions. 



We have chosen Ti = TI = L/ul for the tube with magnetic state selection and Tl = To = L / a  for the 
tube with optical pumping. A$ depends on the parameters listed in the Appendix. 

In a short Ramsey cavity (I,  = 15 cm), a difference between the electrical lcngth of thc two arms equal 
to  approximately 3 x m givcs 4 = 10 p a d .  With the values of the operating parameters givcn in 
the Appendix, the relative frequency offset amounts to 1.5 x and 2.9 x 10-l3 for the tubes with 
magnetic state selection and optical pumping, respectively. A 1 dB change of the microwave power 
yields a relative frequency variation of 0,4 x loTi4 and 1.3 x 10-14, respectively. 

A differential dilatation of the length of the cavity arms, corresponding to  a temperature unbalance 
of 1 K gives a change of the phase difference of 0.6 prad and thus a negligible frequency offset of the 
order of 1 x 10-14. 

3.2. Distributed phase shift 

In each interaction region, there exists a space dependent phasc shift of the microwave magnetic field. 
It is due to the travelling wave component transporting thc cncrgy lost in the cavity walls. The 
distributed phase shift is present even if the phase difference between the centers of the interaction 
regions is equal to zero. I t  has a component in the direction traasverse to  the beam. A longitudinal 
component likely exists also. I t  is related to the presence of the holes which enable the atoms to cross 
the oscillatory field region. 

Actually, the order of magnitude of the frequency offset associated with the transvcrsc phase shift is 
the same as that  due to the phase differctlcc between the two cavity ends[ls]. The longitudinal phase 
shift gives a frequency offsct only if the two apertures and the two cut-off sections attached to  thc 
main waveguide show an 

3.3. Cavity pulling 

If the cavity is not exactly tuned a t  the atomic tra.nsition frequency, then the amplitude of the ~ n i -  
crowave field does not vary symmetrically when the atomic resonance is scanned. A freq~icncy olTqet 
Av, of the resonance frequency follows. It is given by: 

T: Av, au, = -,c-, 
vo T: vg 

where Av, is the cavity mistuning, 7; is the cavity response time, equal to Q,/nuo bcing the cavity 
quality factor. Ti has the same rnealzilzg as in  Equation 6. A, dcpcnds on the operating conditions, 
as described in the Appendix. The qtlantity (Tc/T;)2 is of the order of magnitude of (Q,/Q1)2, 
where Ql is the line quality factor. For slow square wave modulation, figure 5 shows the variation 
of A, versus the amplitude of the microwave field, for different values of the depth of the frequency 
modulation. Assuming the operating conditions introduced prcviously, Q ,  = 5000, L = 15 clrl and a 
cavity mistuning of 0.1 MHz, the relative frequency offsets amounts to 1.1 x 10-l3 for. thc classical tube 
and to  1.4 x 10-l2 for the tube with optical pumping. The variation of the cavity pulling frequency 
offset, for a 1 dB change of the microwave power, is equal to  2.3 x and 3.6 x 10-l3 for the 
classical tube and the optically pumped tube, respectively. 



I Assuming b constant, the frcqriency sl-lift related to  a change AT of the cavity tcinperature is given 
I by: 
i 

! where a is the linear coefficient of exparlsio~l of the cavity material. With a = 1.6 x lop5 a.nd AY' = lIC, 
we have: A v ~ / u ~  = 1.6 x 10-l3 and 2.0 x 10-l2 for the tube with 111agnetic state selection and optical 
pumping, respectively. Moreover, the cavity detuning changes the rnicrowavc power applied to the 
atoms, which must be taken into Furthermore, the ternpcrature change will vary the 
microwave power. 

The cavity pulling frequency ofiset, a11d its variations, are larger for the optica.lly pritnpcd tube than 
for the traditional one. Tlowcver, it call be reduced by decreasing the vallic of the cavity quality 
factor, since the frequency offset, and its changes, varies as Q:. Similarly, it wor~ld be appropriate 
to  increase the value of bra towards the point where A, goes to zero. It can bc shown that, a t  that 
point, the DC conterlt of the beam t ~ r b c  rcsponsc shows a maxirnurn, in the case of slow square wave 
modulation. Another, but more involved possibility consists in 11si ng two or three lasers instead of 
one. Implementation of rlctcction via a cycling transition, and/or of purnping with two slllall power 
lasers, favors slow atoms['g*zo]. This increases the Incan time of flight, with a subsequent decrease of 
the related frcqucncy 

3.4. Majorana transitions 

If the magnetic ficld varies along their path, the travelling atoms are subjected to  a tirrle depcndcnt 
perturbation. It may have spectral componcnts causing transitions between the in, sublevels of the 
F = 3 and F = 4 manifolds. They are called Mqjorana transitions. They are usually avoided by 
trimming properly the nlagnetic field along the atotrl path. 

Should they occur, the effect of these trallsitiol~s is not completely understood yet[22]. However, thcy 
rnay give indirect frequency shifts, as briefly explained now. In practical magnetic state selectors, 
the deflection of a trajectory depends on tlle atom lnh\ vvalue, besides tlle velocity. I t  follows that 
the occurence of Majorana transitions changes the trajectory of the atoms which are able to hit tlle 
hot wire detector and, therefore, their velocity distribution. The effect of these transitiorls is thus 
i) to  modify the signal to noise ratio of the resonance detection, ii) to  nlodify the amplitude of the 
neighbouring transitions and the related frequency olfset, iii) to cllange the frequency offsets depending 
on the trajectory (such as that  related to  the transverse phase shift) and iv) to vary the Srerluency 
oflsets depending on the velocity distrib~ition. 

In optically pumped tubes, Majora~la transitions can be more easily avoided. Since, moreover, the 
atom deflection by light is very small, thcir cffect should be negligible. 

3.5. Spectral purity of the interrogation signal 

'l'he signal a t  9.192 631 ... GHz, wllich is necessary to observe the resonallce of the Cs passive frequency 
standard, is gcllerated by the rnetlzods of frequency synthesis, starting from the output of a quartz 
crystal oscillator. Therefore, ally spnrious spcctral comporlerlt in tlle sign a1 of this oscjlla.tor is enhanced 



by the process of frequency multiplication. Furthermore, frequency mixing is necessary t o  create the 
frequency required and, usually, the final signal contains unwanted spectral components. 

External factors can also be the source of spectral impurities. Sidebands a t  50 or 60 Hz from the 
carrier come from the power supply. Other spectral components can be coupled to the i~lterrogatiorl 
signal in the presence of external signal generators. Vibrations perturb the quartz crystal reso~lator 
and are another source of spurious sidebands. 

The additional spectral components give rise to  virtual transitions which shift the energy levels of the 
F = 3, r n ~  = 0 and F = 4, m, = 0 states. The complete analytical expression of this frequency 
offset is complicated in the case of a cesium beam tube[23]. We shall only consider here the effect of 
an additional spectral component whose frequency v' is such that we have Iv' - vol 5 2U kHz. This 
means that  this component is present outside the Rabi qedestal bandwidth. The frequency offset is 
then given by: 

where bl is a measure of the amplitude of the spurious microwave induction. Its definition is sirnilar 
to that  of 6 (see Appendix). The quantity AL') is approximately equal to 0.65 for the operating 
conditions considered here and for both types of tube. Thus the frequency offset is proportional to 
the power of the added signal and inversely proportional to its separation from tlie carrier. 

In many cesium beam frequency standards, a residual sideband is present a t  12.6 MHz from the 
carrier. Taking into account the filtering effect of the cavity, and assuming Q ,  = 2000, its power is 
approximately 20 dB below that  of the carrier. We thus have bl S 2 x 10"ad s-l. With IIL = 1/15, 
the relative frequency offset is small, equal to  0.4 x 10-13. It changes if the power of the side--band 
varies. It also depends on the power of the carrier in as much as the frequency  nixing process binds the 
power of the side-band t o  that  of the carrier. It  is wort11 mentioning that  thc effect of a spurious side- 
band may be large for 11,' - vol comprised between approxi~nately the half-width a t  half-rnaximu~n 
(HWHM) of the central fri~ige of the Ramsey pattern and the HWHM of the Rabi pcdcstal. 

4. FREQUENCY OFFSETS DUE T O  THE ELECTRONIC 
SYSTEM 

4.1. Modulation and delnodulatiol~ related frequency offsets 

I t  can be shown that  a false error signal is produced and therefore a frequency offset of the slaved 
quartz crystal oscillator results from the presence of the following imperfections[s]: i) the spectrum 
of the modulation waveform is distorted and comprises spectral components a t  frequencies 2 p v M ,  p 
being an integer and v, the freql~cncy of the modulation, ii) the amplitude of the microwave field 
applied to  the atoms is not a constant and has spectral components at  frequencies ( 2 p  + l )vM and i j i )  
the spectrum of the demodulation waveform contains even harmo~lics of the modulation frequency v, 
whereas the even harmonics of the beam tube response are not suliiciently rejected. 

Results have been given in the case of s sinusoidal modulation waveform[24]. For instance, a second 
harmonic distortion ratio of lop5 gives a relative frequency offset of about 10-13. We shall consider 
a slow square wave frequency modulation to  exemplify the effect of a modulation of the amplitude of 



the microwave field. If b + Ab and b - Alr are the vaJues of t1ia.t amplitude during the first and the 
second half of the modulation period, rcspcctively, then the frequency offset is given by: 

Assuming Ablb = lo-", whicll is a sevcrc requirement, and the value of the operating parameters 
given in the Appendix, the relative freque~lcy offset is equal to 0.3 x 10-Id and 2.1 x lo-'" for thc 
traditional tube and the optically pumped tube, respectively. The sensitivity to  a rnicrowave power 
change is approximately 4 x lo-'" per dB for both types of tube. The quantities A, and Ac are 
equal to  zero for the sarne values of the operating parameters. 

Alternating magnetic fields applied externally to the frcquency standard, having a frcquency equal 
to  v, or its mnltiples, can add detrimental components to  the bean1 tube response and/or perturb 
greatly the rnodulatiorl and demodulation processes. They can be the cause of large frequency offsets. 

4.2. Frequency offsets arising in the frequency control loop 

Until now, analog electronics is irliplemented in most of tlle corrirrlercially available units to filter 
the beam tube response, t o  obta.in the error signal and to  rcalize the proper loop transfer function. 
However, operational amplifiers have a finite DC gain and show currerit and voltage offsets. The first of 
these imperfections translate a frequency offset of the free running quartz crystal oscillator (c .g .  
in relative value) into a frequcncy offset a t  tlle output of thc standard (e .g .  10-13). 'The latter is 
inversely proportional to  the gain of the electron multiplier, which is known t o  change with time. 
The second imperfection, the voltage oIIset (c.g. 10 pvolts) also gives a, frequency offset a t  the output 
(e.g. 10-13) which depends 011 tcrnpcrature, like the voltage offsrt. Such defects can be corrlpletely 
elirni~iated using a digital freqt~ency control loop[2572Gl. 

A drift of the quartz crystal oscillator, a t  a rate of lW9 per day when it is free-running, gives a 
relative frequency offset equal to  l ~ - ~ % s s u m i n g  a first order loop with a tinie constant of 1 s. This 
effect disappears with a second order loop. 

5. INFLUENCE OF THE ADJUSTEMENT OF THE INTERNAL 
PARAMETERS 

Although wc have given a plausible magnitude of the values of thc: vasious frequency offsets and 
of their possible change, the actua.1 values depend on the particula.~ a,cljjusterrlent of a giver1 cesium 
bearn frequency standa,rd. This refers to the value of the C-field and of its inhomogcneities, tlle 
inicrowave power, the cavity ~nistuning, the cavity phase shift, the velocity distribution (via geol-netrical 
alignment), the level of the spectral impurities, the spurious modulation of the amplitude of the 
microwave induction, etc. Even the sign of tllc frequency offsets related to the cavity tuning and 
to thc cavity phase shift may vary from unit to unit. 'I'he va,riability of the sensitivity to  external 
f a c t o r ~ [ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ I ,  is therefore not surprising. We have noticed that  optically pumped tubes should not 
be affected by the presence of neighbou~.ir~g transitions, tha,nks to the syrnmetry of the rnicrowave 
spectrurn which can be achieved in tha,t case. 'I'his symrnetry has the additional advantage to  allow 
one to decrease the vaaue of the C-field and, conscqt~ently, to  decrease the sensitivity to  its change. 



However, the sensitivity to  thc adjustment of other internal characteristics, such as the cavity tuning, 
is potentially larger than in traditional tubes. This is primarily due to  the larger velocity of the atoms 
detected. The generd cure is a better control of the misadjustments. In the particular case of the 
cavity pulling effect, a reduction of the value of Q, will contribute to solve the difficulty. Nevertheless, 
one should be careful to  improve the spectral purity of the signal a t  the output of the final frequency 
multiplier or mixer, since the filtering effect of the cavity will be decreased accordingly. 

6. CONCLUSION-SENSITIVITY TO EXTERNAL FACTORS 

Figure 6 shows the most efficient pathways from the external variables tothe physical origins of the 
largest change of the output frequency in the cesium beam frequency ~ tanda . rd [~] .  

The effect of external DC and AC magnetic fields has been described in Section 2.1. A variation 
of the temperature can change, for instance: i) the current creating the static magnetic field and 
thc properties of the shielding material, ii) the characteristics of the electronic components used in 
the generation of the microwave power and thus the level of this power, iii) the dimensions of the 
microwave cavity and thus its resonant freqr~cncy and iv) the voltage offset of operational amplifiers 
in the frequency control loop. Humidity can change the value of capacitances used i n  thc tuning of 
the various stages of frequency synthesis chain and, conscqucntly, the microwave power. I t  can also 
change leakage currents in the frequency control loop. A constant acceleration varies the position of 
the atomic trajectories with respect to the beam tube structure and, thus, the velocity distribution. 
However, its main effect is to change the free-runnning frequency of the quartz crystal oscillator. 
Vibrations create sidebands in the quartz crystal oscillator output. Most of the external variables are 
not independant ones[30]. A change of the humidity, of the atmospheric pressure, of the orientation 
of the unit in the earth gravity field and of thc supply voltage will modify the internal temperature 
and/or temperature gradient and thus the temperature of the various sub-a.sscmblies of the device. 



APPENDIX 

In the two separated oscillatory field method, the probability that a transition occurs depends on 
the amplitude of the microwave field and on the velocity distributio~l functiotl of the atoms detected. 
It follows that  most of the properties of a cesiurn beam frcquency standard depends on these two 
parameters. Furthermore, the ~llcdium term frcqi~ency stability and a numbcr of frequency offsets 
depend on the way the line shapc is explored (frcquency or phase modulation wa,veform, depth of the 
frequency or phase devia,tion and modulation frequency). These effects are considered in references 

[4,8,311. 

It is convenient to  characterize the amplitude of the microwave magnetic induction applied in the 
interaction regions by the quantity b, which has the dimension of sad s-'. Tt is given by b = p,B/h, 
where B is the actual value of the amplitude of the microwave magnetic induction, pB is Bohr magncton 
and fL is Plsnck constant divided by 2 ~ .  

Optimum operating conditiorls exist, depending on the criterion considered[s]. Considering the opti- 
mum amplitudes of the rnicrowave field, they a,re all close to  values such that  we have br1 and bro 
equal to  1.5, where rl and TO are defincd in Section I.  

The a,mplitude of the frcquency modulation wliicli is needed to probe the atomic resonance is usi~ally 
set close to  its half width a t  half maxirrlum. We have thus chosen w,,Tl = w,To = 1+5, where w/27r is 
the modulation depth. TI and To are defincd in Section 3.1. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of interaction times 
a) approximate distribution in a tube with magnet 

state selectors 
b) distribution in a tube using a single laser for 

state selection and detection. 
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Figure 2. Microwave spectrum of cesium atoms in the ground state. 
The relative amplitude of the seven lines is shown 

a) in a tube with magnet state selectors. Bo= 70 mG 

b) in a tube using a single laser for state selection and 
detection. B, = 110 mG. 
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Figure 3. Example of measured Rabi pulling relative frequency 
offset versus a measure of the static magnetic 
induction (from ref. 5). 



Figure 4. Second order Doppler effect, assuming slow square wave frequency 
modulation. Variation of AD versus b~~ or b F r o f o r  different 
values of u,Tl and umTo. 

a) Tube with magnet state selector 
b) Tube using a single laser for state selection and detection. 



Figure 5. Cavity pulling, assuming slow square wave frequency 
modulation. Variation of A c  versus b r  and b r o  . 

1 
a) Tube with magnet state selector 
b) Tube with a single laser for state selection and 

detection. 
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